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◆Release Date: January 31st, 2017 ◆Genre: RPG ◆Game Overview: A fantasy action RPG that offers
an unparalleled experience through a myriad of refreshing aspects. Rise as a powerful Tarnished like

no other and ascend to become an Elden Lord among the Lands Between! ◆Features: 1) An Epic
Drama While exploring the world, you will encounter a variety of events which will lead to new

storylines. You can learn about the situation of the Lands Between from the characters and will learn
about the motives of the powerful elements around you. The character’s various thoughts will all
cross, and you can learn about the world through the eyes of each character. You can also take a

look at events happening in the real world from afar through visual broadcasts, such as news reports
and the like. You will learn about the world and its people from these visual broadcasts and uncover

new stories. 2) A Vast World The game takes place in the world of the Lands Between that lies
between both dimensions, the worlds of Altea and Elsham. The game introduces a vast world full of
exciting features where you can freely roam around. After playing the game, you will understand

how even the distant lands are interconnected. 3) Unique Online Play The game supports a unique
online element which links you with others and allows you to feel the presence of others. You can

directly connect with other players via the Single Player Mode and create a party. You can also travel
with up to three other players. When creating a party, you can decide the range and the access point

of your party. This type of online play allows you to feel the presence of others while enjoying the
game together. ◆Characters: ▼Antinium ◆Antinium NPC A small but brave ant-like creature. They

are tame and have a cute appearance, and because of their behavior, they are also a creature that is
believed to be a myth. On the other hand, they are useful as you can find raw materials such as
leather and other substances, but due to their lack of intellect, they do not know much about the

situation of the world and do not have much feeling for danger. ▼Antinium NPC: Name: Ronald Race:
Antinium HP: 200 ATK: 300
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A world full of variety and excitement.
Create your own character and play as you wish.

A drama that you can enjoy as an interesting story.
An environment that is unlike anything else.

A battle system that you can enjoy in multiple ways.
An intense gameplay experience packed with action.
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